Run report for Paddington – Run 2437
Runners
JC, craft, grew some, mu, 4x, tinker bell,bugs, Bfc, scruffy,turbo any others
The gathering at the normal venue car park paddo hotel. Hares mortein and zit fessed
up to all hills and no flat. So off down the staircase and into Campbell across into
Nairn and then left into sack ville all downhill great, no complaints from the pack. Too
good to last now uphill and heading towards Suncorp until diverted into finchley. Down
to the brewery and suddenly into Milton road. Across into park road tinker bell leading
with JC, grewsome, scruffy and other fr turds who completely ballsed up the direction
with a check back into cam ford and under the rail bridge through to eagle terrace.
Not to be fooled with dodgy arrow directions the pack held an informal regroup at
grimes before shunting up and over Milton road to Munro street. Still going out and
hills hardly in sight! Big mistake into slade 1 in 1 and up and over into birds wood.
Informal re group and tinker bell heads off and looses pack. So on we blunder over
and around into Annie street and onon to mrs mortein thank god some downhill but
soon back up into hope and into the bush to reach the summit. lost more runners and
split the group with just myself and 4xxxx powering onto to the finish. Turbo somehow
short cutted. Lots of trick and treating which picked out the perverts in the pack who
all got lost amongst the mothers looking after the kids.
Circle in the underground car park with stand in monk boxer.
Miscreants included the following
Royal screw for not remembering where he is about to live
Chardarse for being chardarse buying a new 4wd that does not fit into new multi
storey car parking without taking out the sprinkler systems
Virgin who advertised the over 60,s asking for all attendees to pay up but all got lost
in translation
But the winner was BFC For not singing karaoke in the bar or forgotten how to sing or
just plain useless at it
OnOn
Royal Screw

